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I believe that the Library of 
the Future inspires and 

supports students, faculty, 
researchers, and staff in all 
facets of their pursuits to 
dream, learn, create, and 

share knowledge.



Framing the Future 

 Collections
 Research
 Teaching & Learning
 Space/Place
 Strategies



Research Collections

 Transforming the research collection
 Make specialized collections widely available
 Support and advocate changes in scholarly publishing



 Copyright and Licensing Librarian
 Collections Manager, Special Collections
 CLIR Post Doctoral Fellows with collection building 

responsibility
 CFPRT fellows (many in School of Information Studies)
 Temporary archival processors and metadata teams
 CLIR/Sloan Post Doctoral Fellow in Data Curation
 Honorary Curator of Medieval Manuscripts



Transform Research Services

 Refine the Library’s role in research to more effectively 
support the complete research life cycle

 Engage graduate students by providing appropriate tools 
and content to support their research experience

 Explore a team approach to research support, especially 
with interdisciplinary projects

 Build tools, procedures, and expertise in rapid 
prototyping to enable students and faculty to quickly 
advance their research to develop, manage, and share 
resources for teaching and research

 Encourage and facilitate peer-to-peer learning and 
increased library-research collaboration





 Librarian for Digital Research and Scholarship
 Librarian for Advanced Research and Engagement
 Post Docs in Humanities and Social Sciences
 Post Doc in Data Curation (Sloan Fellow)
 CLIR Post Doc in Digital Innovation 
 Potential Center for Diversity Research (in collaboration 

with the UCLA AVC for Diversity)



Focus on Teaching & Learning

 Foster a spirit of inquiry and analysis through 
engagement with primary sources, advanced digital 
technologies, events, and demonstrations

 Make student research widely visible and accessible
 Encourage interdisciplinary connections
 Model ethical participation in civic and local engagement
 Enhance access to library collections and services in 

online learning environments an course management 
systems

 Engage with and contribute to new pedagogical practices





 Director  Teaching and Learning & Head of the College 
Library

 Coordinator of Teaching and Learning Services
 Writing Librarian
 Head of the East Asian Library
 Instruction Librarians (Temporary appointments)
 RDAs from the School of Information Studies 
 Reassignment of an instruction librarian to the Research 

Library to work with undergraduates and graduate 
students



Rethink the Library as Place

 Create an enriched scholarly environment through 
flexible and varied physical and virtual spaces that offer 
places for teaching and learning, individual research and 
study; collaborative work; cultural social, and intellectual 
exchange through events and exhibits

 Create open learning and research environments that 
make scholarship and the scholarly process visible

 Serve as an interdisciplinary collaboration ecosystem for 
the campus

 Make specialized collections and experts that support 
research and teaching and that offer customized user 
experience in new secure environments



 Engagement with UCLA Capital Programs in planning 
new and transformed library spaces

 Embed faculty and students in libraries where they can 
engage with, use and create new collections

 Use enriched educational technology for creation of new 
knowledge (seek a better integration of AV and IT)

 Engage students in creating mobile and web applications 
that they will use

 Build a new technology platform



Strategies

 It takes time and commitment
 Establish a vision and develop a strategic plan
 Develop a research agenda
 Nurture a responsible and responsive organization
 Build organizational capacity

 Viable succession plans
 Prepare and recruit the next generation of librarians and 

library workers
 Demand that units make annual unit plans and that each 

individual understands where they fit in the Library and 
what they will do to further the unit plan and the library 
strategic plan.
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